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September 22nd 1976

My dear Henri,

Create your bread upon the waters. Your right was that great Jesus, if Dorothy and even past you in our debt in your youth. You are now repaying it with interest too. Your warm friendship and generous attention. The convivial evening with you and many I will not easily forget.

The tons which brought me here suffered from far too many cooks. I will not repeat it although 100 young players will not forget it. It is worn out. In London you are likely to hear from me when the time is ready for action.

To you both in enduring friendship

Rover
September 22, 1976

My dear Henri,

Caste your bread upon the waters. How right was that great Jesus. If Dorothy and ever you put you in our debt in your youth you are now repaying it with interest. Haha Your warm friendship and generous attention. The convivial evening with you and Emmy I will not easily forget.

The tour which brought me here suffered from far too many cooks. I will not repeat it, altho’ our 100 young players will not forget it. It is now our turn in London and you are likely to hear from me when the time is ready for action.

To you both in enduring friendship

Robert